MALT lymphomas were first described in 1983 by Peter Isaacson and Dennis Wright. They noted that primary low grade gastric B-cell lymphomas recapitulate the histology of Mucosa Associated Lymphoid Tissue (MALT) exemplified by the Peyer’s patches and coined the term ‘MALT lymphoma’. These lymphomas are currently recognized as ‘Extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphomas of MALT type’ according to the ‘WHO Classification for tumours of hematopoietic and lymphoid tissues’.1 The stomach is the most reported and best studied site of MALT lymphomas. An intimate relationship has been reported between the presence of Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) in the stomach and the development of MALT lymphoma. In fact the pathogenesis of gastric MALT lymphoma is believed to be caused by repeated antigenic stimulation of the immune system in the stomach by H. pylori. The role of H. pylori in the pathogenesis of gastric MALTomas can be illustrated by the fact that 75% of the patients who have gastric MALToma undergo remission if treated with antibiotics to eradicate H. pylori.2 About half the people in the world have H. pylori colonized in their gastrointestinal tract. Of these most remain asymptomatic. Despite the fact that, a high prevalence of H. pylori is reported from Pakistan,3,4 the prevalence of gastric MALToma is very low in our experience. Therefore, this study was carried out with the objective of studying the frequency of MALTomas in a population with a high prevalence of H. pylori associated gastritis.

Medical records of all the patients diagnosed to have gastric MALToma over an 18 years period (January 1991 to December 2008) according to ICS-9 coding system were retrieved. A total of approximately, 4000 ± 500 gastroscopies are performed in the institution’s endoscopy unit annually. The medical records of all cases with diagnosis of gastric MALToma (extra nodal marginal B-cell lymphomas of the MALT) were reviewed for relevant clinical information along with retrieval and review of histopathological slides and blocks. Relevant immunohistochemical workup was done in all cases. Twenty four confirmed cases of gastric MALTomas over a period of 18 years were retrieved.

The mean and median ages of patients with gastric MALToma were 49.7 years and 53.5 (ranging from 18-80 years). The male: female ratio was 17:7. The common presenting complaints were epigastric pain (n=10), dyspepsia (n=9). Endoscopic findings revealed mild gastric hyperemia (n=16), superficial erosions (n=4) and superficial ulcers (n=4). It was concluded that the prevalence of gastric MALToma was very low in contrast to a high H. pylori gastritis in the Pakistani population.

**ABSTRACT**

Association of Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) infection with gastric ‘Mucosa Associated Lymphoid Tissue’ (MALT) lymphomas (MALTomas) is well established. In this study the frequency and characteristics of gastric MALToma over a period of 18 years was evaluated. During this period 24 patients with gastric MALToma were diagnosed; out of them, 13 (54.2%) had active H. pylori infection. The mean and median age was 49.7 and 53.5 years. The male: female ratio was 17:7. The common presenting complaints were epigastric pain (n=10) and dyspepsia (n=9). Endoscopic findings revealed mild gastric hyperemia (n=16), superficial erosions (n=4) and superficial ulcers (n=4). It was concluded that the prevalence of gastric MALToma was very low in contrast to a high H. pylori gastritis in the Pakistani population.
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gastric carcinoma compared to well developed countries like Japan and China, despite a higher prevalence of *H. pylori* infection in the former population. *H. pylori* infection has been established to have a role in the etiology of gastric carcinoma and its paradoxical high prevalence in areas with few cases of gastric carcinoma has long puzzled researchers. Available evidence does not support difference in *H. pylori* strains as the sole explanation for this enigma. It has also been observed that patients with duodenal ulcer caused by *H. pylori*, do not develop gastric tumours, in contrast to other *H. pylori*-associated pathology, such as gastric ulcer. This illustrates variation in host responses despite infection with the same organism, and so suggests the role of genetic factors in different ethnic groups.

Thus, precisely, who will develop a neoplastic lesion associated with *H. pylori*, like MALToma, probably depends on 3 factors: the virulence of the *H. pylori* strain, types and extent of the host immune response and cofactors like diet and smoking.

In 1993 Wotherspoon and colleagues described remarkable observation of regression of MALTomas, by eradication of *H. pylori* with use of antibiotics. Response range was reported to be between 60-90%. Transformation into large B-Cell lymphoma is also possible. Most of the lesions appeared to pursue an indolent clinical course. In some cases (45.8%), no evidence of *H. pylori* infection was found. In such cases it is not clear whether the infection has been present previously and resolved at a stage after the lymphoma has attained autonomous growth or whether there is yet another unrecognized causative agent. A more detailed investigation into the epidemiologic and etiological factors in this part of the world would be invaluable in the search for the exact cause of gastric MALT lymphoma and its link to *H. pylori*.
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